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Saudi Arabia is undergoing an unpresedented transformation
driven by its ambitious plan for the future, Vision 2030.
Simultaneously, it holds pride in its ancient past, �lled with
authentic cultural symbols embodying the richness and
deep-rooted heritage of the Arabian Peninsula. In this context,
changing the color of ceremonial carpets from the traditional red to
lavender bears cultural connotations inspired by the nature of
Saudi Arabia.
Lavender represents a cultural element with important
civilizational connotations; it converges harmoniously with the
Kingdom's deserts and plateaus which, during the Spring, are
adorned with the color of lavender and other plants such as
Teucrium oliverianum and basil, together forming a natural carpet
of purple that re�ects the Kingdom’s welcoming nature and
expresses the equal generosity of the land and its people.
This change refects the transformation driven by Vision 2030 as
the Kingdom proudly celebrates its heritage, culture and identity.
Saudi Arabia also strives to appreciate its cultural motifs embodied
in its land, people and history, among which lavender is an
important component. It is vividly present in the natural lands of
the Kingdom and a symbol of ever-�owing generosity.

The Kingdom Celebrates Natural Heritage
A celebrated symbol across the Kingdom is its wild lavender �owers. They
di�use a rich aroma and add a hue of color in the midst of the harsh
desert, re�ecting on the �ower’s strength, hardiness and inherent
beauty. The color of the �owers sweeps across the desert terrain - an
expansive natural carpet with a deep-rooted meaning for the people of
Saudi Arabia.
Spring in Saudi Arabia is transformational. Nature awakens and
envelopes its surroundings bringing visible change; the Kingdom is also
transforming, recreating and developing its urban environment.
Since the uni�cation of Saudi Arabia by the late King Abdulaziz, the
pursuit of the Kingdom’s progress has been a constant. Today, the
Kingdom continues its journey of creative sustainable development
towards Saudi’s prosperous future.
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Why Lavender?
The Kingdom’s plants and �owers are used in daily life: in food,
traditional crafts, such as the miswak and khoos, and even in
perfumes or drinks that are presented to guests upon arrival. A
symbol of Saudi identity and hospitality, lavender will now be
the color of ceremonial carpets that will be rolled out with pride
to welcome our guests to the Kingdom– a natural extension of
Saudi Arabia’s hospitality.
Lavender also provides a splendid contrast with the forest green color of
our national �ag, creating a beautiful and welcoming spectacle for guests
to our country.
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Al Sadu Inspired Decoration
The lavender ceremonial carpets will be trimmed with traditional Al
Sadu patterns, incorporating this unique weaving craft that is proudly
listed on UNESCO's Representative List of Intangible Cultural
Heritage.
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A Landscape That Hosts Many Plants

The natural lavender shade that carpets the
Kingdom is not only from lavender blossom.
Various other plants that also carry the color
grow across the country’s regions, rising from
the soils and expressing a vibrant color that
matches the magical deserts. Some of these
plants include :
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Teucrium oliverianum, Lamiaceae
A sub-shrub native to the Arabian Peninsula characterized by
evergreen foliage with spring blooms of beautiful blue-violet
Lamiaceae �owers.
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Purpurascens
An annual herb with aromatic green leaves with dark-red and
purple-red foliage with blooms of single white �owers during the
summer.
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Pentas
A tender, wild perennial herb native to the southern Arabian
Peninsula found on the edge of woodland and scrubland with
beautiful star-shaped �owers that are red, white, purple,
lavendar, or pink. Flowering begins in spring until fall.l
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